The notion of a semi inner-product was introduced by G. Lumer in [3] . DEFINITION 1. A semi inner-product for a complex (real) Banach space X is a function [ , ] from X x X into the complex (real) numbers which satisfies
[ax + βy, z] = a[x, z] + β[y, z] ,

\[x,z]\£\\x\\-\\z\\,
and
[a, a] = 11*11".
There is at least one semi inner-product for every Banach space X, because we can define [x, y] -f(x), where / is a bounded linear functional on X such that ||/|| = \\y\\, and \f(y)\ = \\y\\ 2 (see [4] ) By an operator in a Banach space X, we mean a linear transformation (not necessarily bounded) from a subspace of X to a subspace of X. The notion of a dissipative operator in a Banach space is treated by G. Lumer and R. S. Phillips in [4] , DEFINITION 2. An operator A in a Banach space X is said to be dissipative (with respect to a given semi inner-product for X) if
for all x in the domain of A.
By a contraction semi-group in a Banach space X we mean a strongly continuous semi-group of contraction operators in X which is of class (C o ) (see [2] where the * denotes complex conjugation. Then [ , •] is a semi innerproduct for X; it is the only one to be used from this point on. A dissipative operator in X will mean one which is dissipative with respect to this semi inner-product.
If q is a bounded nonnegative function on S f and qXaX, then A does also, for
and we can substitute r for q and r j A for A in the argument given in the previous paragraph.
REMARK. An argument similar to the one given will establish the theorem if X is taken to be a real Banach space (under the supremum norm) of bounded real valued functions on S, and the rest of the hypothesis remains the same. Also, we could take A to be the generator of a class ( for £ ^ 0 , and [F(£)] is generated by pA. The author wishes to express his thanks to the referee for his suggestions.
